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ABSTRACT

Objective: Since 2013, the scope of practice of LPNs in Alberta, Canada has expanded to include leadership in SL that requires that the development of new CL skills be prioritized. To date, few SL work-based educational programs have been devoted to developing CL skills for LPNs. The objective of this study is the assessment of the impact of a brief patient group education intervention (Conversation Maps™) in people with type 2 Diabetes Mellitus.

Methods: An exploratory qualitative design was used, incorporating multiple data collection methods, including individual and focus group interviews, and a demographic questionnaire. Interview data were analyzed using thematic description.

Results and conclusions: Findings suggest that the CLD workshop was effective and feasible in SL practice settings. Data showed that improvement in LPN autonomy and control over decision-making resulted from gaining confidence and feeling empowered, which led to positive change in participants’ CL attitudes. Including other team members, health care aides (HCAs), and management in the CLD workshops also improved team relationships for all.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The number of older adults is increasing as a result of increased longevity and a decreased birthrate following the post-World War II baby boom. While many older adults maintain good health and independence, advanced age is a risk factor for chronic illness and co-morbid conditions. As a result, older adults are more likely to require additional support with changes in health and lifestyle. In Alberta, Canada, such services may be provided in Supported Living (SL) and Long-Term Care (LTC) settings. In SL, support is provided primarily with activities of daily living and staffing is primarily Licensed Practical Nurses (LPNs) with Registered Nurses (RNs) predominantly in management roles.

The length and content of LPN education programs vary across different provinces in Canada (Table 1). Within Canada, LPN programs vary in length from 16 months (British Columbia – Vancouver Community College) to 30 months (Ontario – Georgian College), with such programs often modified to serve jurisdictional expectations. Despite education and licensure variations and requirements, LPNs provide more than 70% of aged care in North America. They are now responsible for increasingly complex aged care, including supervising care aides, building and leading teams,
making critical decisions, resolving conflict, dealing with family, and collaborating with other healthcare disciplines.\[^8\]

In Alberta, LPNs are authorized to assume administrative and clinical leadership roles in SL, roles which require particular skill sets. Clinical leadership (CL) education and training for LPNs that is work-based and effective offers a potential solution to many of the challenges encountered with increased LPN practice responsibilities. While researchers have investigated CL in nursing, very few have focused on CL with LPNs. It is crucial to study the CL of LPNs separately from that of RNs because LPNs receive different education and training in clinical judgment, critical-thinking skills, and leadership.\[^3\]

The growing scope and changing nature of the role of LPNs in SL settings requires an increased focus on the development of new skills, particularly in relation to CL. This thesis study is Phase 2 of a larger multiphase program of research conducted by Dr. Loraine Venturato, Principal Investigator. In Phase 1 of the multiphase program of research, understandings of CL for LPNs in SL in Alberta were qualitatively explored. Findings from Phase 1 suggested that for LPNs in the workplace, there were CL knowledge and skill gaps in communication and teamwork.

**Table 1.** LPN education programs in Canada

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Province</th>
<th>Program Credential</th>
<th>Academic Institution</th>
<th>Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Newfoundland and Labrador</td>
<td>LPN Diploma</td>
<td>Centre for Nursing Studies</td>
<td>16 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nova Scotia</td>
<td>LPN Diploma</td>
<td>Nova Scotia Community College</td>
<td>2 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Brunswick</td>
<td>LPN Diploma</td>
<td>New Brunswick Community College</td>
<td>2 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manitoba</td>
<td>LPN Diploma</td>
<td>Assiniboine Community College</td>
<td>2 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saskatchewan</td>
<td>LPN Diploma</td>
<td>Saskatchewan Polytechnic</td>
<td>2 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Columbia</td>
<td>LPN diploma</td>
<td>Vancouver Community College</td>
<td>16 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alberta</td>
<td>LPN Diploma</td>
<td>Bow Valley College</td>
<td>20 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario</td>
<td>LPN Diploma</td>
<td>Georgian College</td>
<td>30 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nunavut</td>
<td>LPN Diploma</td>
<td>Nunavut Arctic College</td>
<td>2 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quebec</td>
<td>Diploma in Nursing</td>
<td>John Abbott College</td>
<td>2 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yukon</td>
<td>LPN Diploma</td>
<td>Yukon College</td>
<td>2 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prince Edward Island</td>
<td>LPN Diploma</td>
<td>Holland College</td>
<td>2 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.1 Conceptualizing clinical leadership

While confusion exists about leadership and clinical leadership terminology, CL is most often defined as informal leadership associated with clinical care and clinical management, undertaken by skilled clinicians without a formal leadership role title.\[^9\] In addition to various definitions of clinical leadership, numerous formal and informal leadership theories circulate, including authentic, transformational, contingency, servant, and congruent clinical leadership theory.\[^10\] Stanley (2008) emphasizes the importance of adopting a leadership theory for CL that is rigorous and well suited to nursing.\[^11\]

Congruent CL theory was developed by David Stanley (2006) as an evidence-informed theory of clinical leadership particular to nursing.\[^12\] This theory highlights nursing values as central to nursing practice and ultimately to leadership (and indeed to followership) in clinical practice. The theory recognizes fundamental nursing values, such as dignity, integrity, trust, autonomy, privacy, altruism, humanity and personhood, hope, security, and social justice.\[^13, 14\]

Stanley (2017) identified several key components of effective clinical leadership—clinical expertise, communicating effectively, empowering and respecting others, working effectively in a team and building team abilities, driving change, providing quality clinical care, and having a clear vision.\[^9\]

Effective clinical leaders engage in role-modelling, education, communication, delegation, value setting, advocacy, teamwork, and act as expert resources.\[^15\]

Effective CL has numerous workplace impacts. For example, nursing leadership skills positively influence patient outcomes by helping to ensure patients receive higher quality care.\[^11, 16\] The result is decreased rates of infection, pressure ulcers, and behavioural issues among other concerns.\[^17–19\] It also affects employee satisfaction as CL has been linked to increased job satisfaction and improved retention of nurses.\[^9, 20\] Venturato and Drew (2010) identify the following outcomes of effective clinical leadership in particular: (a) enhanced staff autonomy and efficiency; (b) increased job satisfaction and reduced staff turnover; and (c) improvement in the quality of care reported by residents, families, and staff. However, despite the many potential benefits of effective CL, little is known about CL among LPNs.
in SL care settings. Notably, despite LPNs’ expanding scope of practice and changing roles in SL contexts—so that they often now include leadership—existing research is limited and work-based education to develop LPNs’ CL skills is minimal.

### 1.2 Developing effective clinical leadership

In this study, a practice development (PD) approach was used because of its success in transforming the culture of practice. McCormack et al. (2009, p.93) note that the PD purpose is “to develop more effective workplace cultures that have embedded within them person-centered processes, systems and ways of working”. Effective facilitation with a PD approach of McCormack, (1998) is based on the assumption that changing behaviours and attitudes depends on enabling participants to become more self-aware; the intention is that they will become motivated and empowered to implement these actions in their everyday work within a culture of constant review and learning. Thus, the main purpose of a PD approach is to achieve quality care through developing nurses’ knowledge, skills and values—skilled facilitation and continuous, rigorous change enables nurses to transform their work culture.

Both congruent CL theory and a PD approach emphasize the relevance of nurses’ knowledge, skills, and values to continuously improve and develop nursing practice. As McCormack, Manley, and Titchen (2014) note, effective, efficient, and focused health care requires the use of systematic, facilitative, collaborative, and supportive developments in practice. A PD approach can help to transform nursing culture to include continuous CL development.

### 1.3 Study aims

This study had three primary aims: to develop and deliver a clinical leadership development (CLD) workshop for LPNs who work in SL settings; to explore the influence of the CLD workshop on LPN clinical leadership (CL) attitudes, knowledge, and skills; and, to explore the feasibility of implementing a work-based CLD workshop.

### 1.4 Research questions

Three research questions directed this study, as follows:

1. What is the LPN experience of the CLD workshop?
2. What influence does a CLD workshop, focused on teamwork and communication, have on the attitudes, knowledge, and skills of LPNs in CL?
3. How feasible is a work-based, CLD workshop for LPNs in an SL setting in Alberta? This exploratory qualitative research study incorporated a demographic questionnaire, individual and focus group interviews to explore changes in CL practice, attitudes, and knowledge for LPNs in SL.
Table 2. CLD workshop design

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session 1</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Review</strong>: Congruent CL definition</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Engage in</strong>: Values clarification and reflect on current practice (Stanley, 2017)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Discuss</strong>: What is effective or positive teamwork and communication?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Develop</strong>: An action plan (focus) for the next ten days</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Discuss</strong>: How do our values translate into becoming a leader? (Stanley, 2017)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Discuss or reflect on</strong>: Nursing shared values, such as human dignity, integrity, trust, autonomy, privacy, humanity, hope, security, personhood, self-sacrifice, and social justice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session 2</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reflect on</strong>: Their action plan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Discuss</strong>: Personal and professional values</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Share and reflect on</strong>: Their experience and different style of communication among participants</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Discuss</strong>: An effective communication skill in relation to clinical leadership (feedback, listening, crucial conversations)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Discuss and share</strong>: Teamwork and communication, and experiences of problem-solving</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Discuss</strong>: Respect, active listening, teamwork, and motivating and empowering other team members</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Discuss and reflect on</strong>: Their experiences of teamwork</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Develop</strong>: An action plan (focus) for the next ten days</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Discuss</strong>: Effective communication, such as feedback, listening, and crucial conversations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Discuss</strong>: Respect, active listening, teamwork, and motivating and empowering other team members</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session 3</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reflect on</strong>: Action plan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reflect on</strong>: The alignment of participants’ nursing and personal values and their actions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Discuss</strong>: Effective relationships and leadership</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Discuss</strong>: Effective teamwork attributes such as shared goals, informality, participation, listening, meeting regularity, interdependent working, civilized disagreement, consensus decisions, clear role, shared leadership, and self-regulations.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.5 Data collection

Data were collected through focus group and individual interviews held immediately preceding and following the CLD workshop. Two participants were individually interviewed as they were unable to attend the focus groups. An additional individual interview was conducted with the RN Clinical Lead two weeks after the CLD workshop. The primary researcher, completed field notes for each CLD workshop session.

2.6 Data analysis

The focus group and individual interview transcripts were thematically analyzed using Braun and Clark’s (2006) thematic approach.[26] Thematic analysis involved the search for themes or repeated patterns across entire data sets guided by the study’s theoretical framework. The primary researcher, conducted the analysis by extensively reading the transcripts to generate initial themes. The primary researcher, then mapped the themes, which were reviewed, defined, and refined until each theme and sub-theme was named and a detailed description completed for each one.

3. Results

Six LPNs participated in this study, all women, the majority (83%) between 35 to 44 years. Years of nursing experience were evenly split, with 50% having less than 5 years and 50% having more than 5 years but less than 10 years (see Table 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic Characteristics</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nursing Background</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age group (in years)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-44</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45-54</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hours worked per week</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 30</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30+</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work Experience (in years)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. N = 6 and all participants were women.

3.1 What is the LPN experience of the CLD workshop? LPNs’ experiences of the CLD workshop are captured in two main themes below.

3.1.1 Exploring and raising awareness of their role as clinical leader

Participants demonstrated a shift in awareness from the beginning of the workshop sessions to the end of sessions. Although most participants introduced themselves as a team
leader prior to the CLD workshop, they saw this title as primarily referring to individual responsibilities for daily tasks: “I am a team leader. I take care of residents.”; “I am doing some [of these] tasks.” They reported less sense of leadership responsibilities within the team. One LPN expressed: “I was thinking that the leadership just belongs to management. Before [the CLD workshop] I thought it is just a title.” During and after the CLD workshop, the participants developed further awareness of their CL roles. They identified their position as a leader within their team and thus advanced towards more understanding of their leadership roles. One participant stated: “We know now that it was our duty and our role to be a problem solver with our team, which was one of the things that you taught us.”

Management also recognized a change in participants’ understandings of their role as a CL. The clinical manager (CM) noted that: “They learned that they are a leader. That their role is more than just a clinical assessment, medication, et cetera. But they are a leader as well.” During the six weeks of the CLD workshop, the participants were seen to be more responsible, with the CM stating, “What I noticed was they are more willing to work with other team members and solve some of the issues rather than pushing the issue to the next leader in line.”

Most of the participants declared that the CLD workshop was an eye-opener for them in relation to their responsibilities as CLs. One participant stated: “To know that a team leader was more than sitting in an office with a job and [the] duty of giving medication and day to day activity. It is way beyond that.” Participants noted that the CLD workshop active learning activities allowed them to practise applying their CL learnings and changed the way they saw themselves as leaders in a clinical setting, so that they became more willing to accept responsibilities and to be accountable: “It made us understand that when you are a leader, you have the responsibility of the leadership.”

3.1.2 Sense of empowerment in their role as clinical leader
Participants initially seemed pessimistic and cynical about the possibilities of CL. They voiced feeling a lack of trust and lack of respect from fellow HCA team members and from management: “We need them [management] to trust us, [and] don’t make a decision without discussing it with our team. They felt that no matter what they did or what they learned, it would not lead to any positive change in their practice: “[For] many years we are saying this, but nothing happens yet.” Participants also claimed that they didn’t have a role in the decisions made on the unit. They considered their lack of confidence as being responsible for their disengagement: “Yes, it was confidence. We didn’t have confidence to go because we were afraid that they will turn us down.”

Being included in decision making, autonomy, and trust were all important dimensions for the participants. They claimed the development workshops allowed them to take on leadership responsibilities that helped them to solve some of their existing clinical problems and gave them a chance to develop their CL skills. One participant said: “So, instead of pushing the problems to the managers, we can deal with it and try to solve it first. It is good to know and learn how to be a good team leader and also to work with our team.” Participants acknowledged that the CLD made them more confidence and empowered them: “I was a little nervous. But after your workshop, I become more confident and I am able to solve more problems about staff related issues.” Empowering other team members and motivating and inspiring confidence in the HCAs was another result of the CLD workshop. One participant claimed: “Going and talking to them [management] built our confident. I can apply the same knowledge to motivate my [HCAs] to build up their confidence.”

From the management’s point of view, the participants started to deal with problems more effectively. The CM stated: “I have seen them try to implement more troubleshooting with their staff and trying to do conflict resolution with staff—which is great.” Management noticed that the participants’ confidence led to a change in their attitude. The CM mentioned: “The attitude for sure has been changed. They see themselves as a leader rather than just, and I am quoting, ‘[a]clinical LPN’—but [with] more of a leadership role. I think it really opened their eyes.”

3.2 What influence does a CLD workshop focused on teamwork and communication have on the attitudes, knowledge, and skills of LPNs in clinical leadership?

The influence of the CLD workshop was expressed in two main themes: CLD workshop influence on teamwork, and influence of CLD workshop on team communication. The CLD workshop influenced on teamwork, focused on relationship, and theme of influence of CLD workshop on team communication, which is further divided into several sub-themes of feedback, listening, regular meeting, improved team communication, and conflict resolution.

3.2.1 CLD workshop influence on teamwork relationship
Initial observations suggested that staff relationships were quite hierarchical, and teams worked by receiving and giving orders. There appeared to be hesitation with giving and receiving feedback among the team members. Participants expressed feeling uneasy about the possibility that they could
be reported to management by other team members: “It does affect you. There is no trust or confidentiality.” Another participant stated that “they [HCAs] complain behind your back. Rather than sit down and see why the task needs to be done. They didn’t listen.” Other participants indicated that they felt much the same about this. Participants also viewed the function of their team as being based on who they were working with and their relationship with that individual. One of the participants said: “It [teamwork] can be difficult. It depends on what group you are working with.”

Participants reported a change in their relationships within the team after the workshop, due to the change in their approach towards one another. One participant commented: “I found that it brought a good relationship among us.” Participants perceived that the CLD workshop helped foster a new relationship among the group because they began to open seek feedback and were also willing to give constructive feedback to their team: “It is like this person trusts me, [when] talking positively about me or giving me positive feedback and then [when] you are telling something negative or something are not working, [then] they look for [a] solution and work hard.”

3.2.2 CLD workshop influence on team communication

Feedback; Initially, communication between LPNs and HCAs seemed formal and limited. I observed that while HCAs laughed and giggled during the day when passing each other, LPNs remained separate and had their own conversations within their LPN group. Most participants initially classified their communication as a structure of providing reports: “We have a reporting system for that. The RAs report to me and I report to the management.” They reported that they received mostly negative feedback (with therefore limited positive feedback) from management: “At least [it would be good] if they would support us, [show some] appreciation and say, ‘These guys are doing a good job’.

Listening; During the CLD workshop, participants started to engage in conversations and to listen to the management and HCAs, and to share ideas and opinions: “What I have done since this workshop, at least on the weekend shifts, [it that] we sit and we talk about positive and negative things. And it [has] encouraged staff to be more open with conversations.” Dealing positively with communication problems and conflicts was one of the results of the CLD workshop that participants noticed: “In the workshop, we did talk about listening to all part[s] of stories before coming to [a] conclusion.”

Regular Meeting; By the end of the CLD workshop, participants were interested in scheduling more regular meetings so that they could improve their communication strategies: “Us being together, now we know that we are not alone. We understand that this person has the same issue[s]. So, we all can put our head[s] together to see how we are going to solve problems.” Also, they declared that meeting one another in the workshops helped them to talk about their problems, share their ideas, and come up with solutions as a team exercise: “We used to have LPN meetings. When we come together as a group of LPNs, we can see the problems.”

Improved Team Communication; Participants repeatedly stated that more effective team communication was an outcome of the workshop. They claimed that a constructive feedback approach led to improved effective communication with both management and HCAs. For example, one participant said, “I learned more about communication—how to deal with people, how [to] be more confident, and how to be [a]role model.” They believed that they learned effective communication strategies that positively influenced their relationship with management: “You told us how we can communicate to people, how we [can] make others trust us, listen to us, and communicate with them better.” Interestingly, participants perceived that the CLD workshop also made a tangible change in their personal lives by improving their communication skills more generally. One person said, “I use this in my house, which helped me yesterday as well. These skills are not only limited in our workplace, it helps us in our personal life, family life, and relationships.”

Conflict Resolution; From a management perspective, the CLD workshop made a noticeable change in participants’ communication skills. The CM stated: “Yes, I would say that communication becomes more dialog[ic] in nature. And they realized that it is not going to be a top down observation or top down discussion. It is always going to be, ultimately, ‘I have to make decisions,’ but they realized that the process is more of the lateral process rather than a vertical process.” The CM also noted a change in the way LPNs addressed conflict, commenting that they no longer avoided or shut down when faced with conflict: “[They are] trying to do conflict resolution with staff, which is great.”

3.3 How feasible is clinical leadership education in the workplace, for LPNs in an SL in Alberta?

Responses were divided into factors that either facilitate or challenge the feasibility of CL education in the workplace as detailed below.

3.3.1 Facilitators

Nature of the Workshop; Participants reported that having an interactive and applied workshop made the CLD workshop effective: “[It was] a problem-solving . . . workshop [not a teaching one]. You asked what the problem is and what is
not working, and then you give us strategies to deal with it and how to be a good leader.” In contrast, they shared their ideas about the lack of effectiveness of previous traditional lecturing sessions: “They [other education sessions] come and talk, and we just listen. It goes to here [points to her ear] and goes from here [points to her another ear], but here we brought our own issues, she brought her own, and we learned.”

Scheduling: The duration and schedule of the workshops were seen as a part of the success of the workshop, by both management and participants. The CM said, “I think it was a good idea to not just have it [CLD] on one day but have it different weeks… [so] there was essentially follow-up with them [LPNs] and you kept them accountable to do certain tasks by the time you got back here.” Scheduling the face-to-face sessions around practical work-based activities encouraged participants to stay engaged and motivated, and to apply their knowledge to their practice: “The reason it felt more [useful was] because we were doing something for the workshop…. Yes, because we were involved. We were motivated.”

Management support: This aspect was seen by participants to be critical in gaining initial support for the project, for scheduling workshop sessions, and for engaging the participants (particularly in the initial stages), assigning them tasks, and conducting follow-up. The involvement of the CM was key to motivating participant engagement in practice development and change activities in between workshop sessions.

3.3.2 Challenges

Scheduling: Arranging a time for LPNs to attend one and a half hours for the workshop biweekly was complicated because of scheduling and shift coverage needs. Participants also had concerns about the timing of the workshops and wanted to have a choice of the time and the day.

Engagement: I found an initial lack of interest in the study among LPNs during the information sessions. This was where early management support and engagement were critical to ensuring uptake of the workshop. After the first workshop, participants demonstrated more interest and got increasingly involved in the workshop activities. One of the participants explained: “We just want to say that in the beginning we didn’t know what we [were] getting, but as the time goes [on], it started to sink in and it sinks [in] more when you take it into our practice.”

Sustainability: The CM was concerned about the sustainability of the training for new staff and also the refresher training options. Although both participants and the CM acknowledged the influence of the CLD workshop on LPNs, they were concerned about how they would manage ongoing training: “I thought it was really good—[but] what do we do after that?”

4. Discussion

Both participants and management recognized the significant influence of the CLD workshop on LPNs’ understandings of their CL roles and CL responsibilities and how they performed their CL role. Thematic analysis findings suggest that developing a CLD workshop for LPNs could increase awareness of CLs, empower LPNs, and improve team communication and teamwork. CLD for LPNs could be effective and feasible in SL. The CLD workshop was effective in that participants felt more confident and empowered, resulting in a positive attitude change towards CL. They expressed improvement in LPN autonomy and in their perceptions of control over decision-making. Participants’ attitudes became more positive, which management also noticed. The CLD workshop influenced participants to listen actively, provide and seek constructive feedback, share their opinions, and talk about their concerns and challenges.

The CLD workshop was perceived by participants to have reached its aim of developing CL skills—in particular, developing effective communication, building relationships, empowering other team members, sharing responsibilities, supporting team-building, and enhancing conflict resolution. Including HCAs in decision-making, seeking their opinions, and being open to their constructive criticism and feedback were key to successfully enhancing teamwork. The results underscore the notion that team-building and communication skills happen in an environment where there is mutual support between all team members. The findings suggest that participants’ engagement and interest in the workshop and its activities were related to the workshop focus on participants’ actual workplace issues. The workshop was also effective because participants could practise their expanding knowledge and skills, like effective communication strategies and teambuilding, in an active learning group environment.

Venturato and Drew (2010) express the importance of having a “practice orientation” in the context of understanding CL and improving and shifting practice. Stanley and Stanley (2018) also cited Venturato and Drew’s study, commenting that the most important benefit of CL education is nurses’ expanding understanding about CL and their application of CL to their practice. This study’s findings suggest that it is critical that the CLD workshop on CL be offered in the workplace and that the workshop draws on the real life experiences of the LPNs to allow LPNs to learn and to practise, and to critically reflect on CL practice issues that they were experiencing in SL setting.
In their study, Venturato and Drew (2010) explored the influence of nurses’ engagement in CL and the relevance of this aspect to improving the participants’ management and communication skills, which resulted in improving nurses’ and care workers’ retention.[15] This study’s findings align this those of Venturato and Drew, which highlighted that when their RN participants were empowered and engaged, they moved from a task-oriented role to a CL role.[15] Stanley (2017) describes “good” or “effective” communication as the main role of a CL.[9] Nurses act in clinician, manager, advocate, or educator roles, which all require effective communication skills.[27] Improving team communication in this study supported the LPNs in their CL role, as they engaged in more active listening, more often provided positive feedback to others, and also sought more feedback.

Stanley (2017) emphasize the importance of team-building and cited Chávez and Yoder (2015) about the necessity of effective team-building skills for CLs.[9, 28] The study findings aligned with and demonstrated Stanley’s (2017) claim that regular meetings, civilized disagreements, and listening are important attributes of teamwork.[9] Bender (2017) shows that the main attributes of clinical nurse leaders are linked to effective communication and professional relationships, as well as to teamwork and supporting of other staff.[29] Moreover, Antrobus and Kitson (1999) recognized that understanding of self and one’s values is an important element in the success of CLs.[30] Similarly, Venturato, Horner, and Etherton-Beer (2019) identify that nurses can improve their practice through critical reflection on their practice, and critical reflection was an ongoing activity of the CLD workshop, focused on improving the LPNs’ practice in SL.[31]

The study findings suggested that a regularly scheduled CLD workshop offered in the workplace could improve participants’ team communication, empowerment, relationships, and teamwork.

4.1 Recommendations
A main recommendation from this study is to include HCAs and management in the CLD workshops, to help everyone in the group understand and improve team relationships. Some comments include: “If they come to the workshops and listen to the scenarios, they understand it.”; “Maybe the management could be brought in [to the course].”; and “The HCA themselves need to be exposed to something like this. They may not be in a leadership position, but they need to communicate, to give feedback, and to be able to receive feedback.” The care manager also believed that being part of the CLD workshop was very useful, stating, that “I think it was good to get me involved because it really pushes them to have more direct conversations with someone, more in a senior leader position.”

4.2 Limitations and challenges
This was a small, exploratory study undertaken in one SL site; while other SL sites may have similar staffing models, result are not generalizable.

5. Conclusion
Study findings suggest that LPNs working in SL, support and learn from an active learning work-based CLD workshop. The findings reiterate the necessity of work-based CL training to influence LPN CL role-awareness, self-confidence, positive feedback, and conflict resolution. Given the findings of this study, a future research study with a larger sample size is warranted to explore the impact of work-based CLD for LPNs.
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